
how to play baseball

1. Proper Noun

2. Verb - Present Ends In S

3. Noun - Plural

4. Conjunction

5. Proper Noun

6. Proper Noun

7. Noun

8. Noun

9. Verb - Base Form

10. Verb - Present Ends In S

11. Conjunction

12. Verb - Present Ends In Ing
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how to play baseball

When playing Proper Noun you need nine Verb - Present ends in S batting and nine players in the field.

The equipment that you need for baseball is a baseball, bat, and glove. Each Noun - Plural gets three outs

the rules for outs are that if you catch a ball it is an out also if you get a ground ball and throw it

Conjunction first before the runner makes it there it also is an out. On the field there should be six

Proper Noun and there should be three Proper Noun .When batting you get three strikes if you get

three strikes it is and out. Also when batting if you get hit by a pitch or get four balls thrown to you go to first.

The rules for a Noun Noun is that if you hit a ball over the fence it is a home run but if you hit

is and it bounces over the fence it is a ground role double.the max Verb - Base Form count for a pitcher is

85 Verb - Present ends in S . Also when playing baseball you need to umpires one behind the plate the calls

balls Conjunction strikes and one in the field to call the outs. In baseball the field length requirement is

225 feet for a little leauge field.Also when Verb - Present ends in ING you have to wait until the ball crosses the

plate.
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